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THERl!ALX-RAYS AND DEU’1’ERILtM
PRODUCTION IN STELMR

FLARES

Stirling A. Colgate, Theoretical Div., Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Abstract
The x-ray spectrum of flares is shown to be necessarily thermal up to
field of any electron
stream
required for
> 200 kev because the self magnetic
a thick or thin target source is inconsistently large. The resulting flare
model can then be related to stellar luminosity, convection and magnetic fields
to result in a maximum possible y-burst (Mullan, 1976) and continuous x-ray
flux. One of the most striking isotopic anomalies observed is the extreme enrichment of Helium (3) in some solar flares and the mysterious depletion of
deuterium. We discu~s how deuterium may be produced and emitted in th~ largest
flares associated with y-bursts but in amounts insufficient to support the
tentative conclusion of Coleman and Worden (1976).
Introduction
(3) In a separate paper, we (Colgate et al. - these proceedin~s: “Helium
Rich Solar Flares”) discuss a model of solar flares based upon the enhanced dissipation of the current associated with a twisted helical flux tube convected to
the surface of the sun. In the case of the August 4 flare, the theoretical
thermal x-ray temperature T7 = 2 and x-ray emission measure ne~ Volume = 6 x
1049 derived from total energy, dimensions and time agree remarkably with observations. We thus extend these considerations LO other stars by deriving in
greater depth the arguments for expected magnetic fields.
The Origin of Stellar P?aene-tic
F~clds
The generally acce~ied view of the origin of stellar magnetic fields,
Parker (1971) is that a small dipole field is amplified by a-large factor by
differential rotation of a laminar, i.e. non-convective cure. The resulting
torodial magnetic field (actually two or more oppositely directed toroids) lies
entirely within the star. The outer boundary of the toroidial field is the base
of the convective zone. Convection then carries some of this toroidal flux to
the stellar surface. Additional flux can erupt duc to excessixe toroidal field
strength (Leighton, 1969). Since convection takes place in a rotating system
(the star must be rotating), the cui,vecLionis partially cyclonic, i.e., a loop
of flux will be twisted about a radius vector of the star. Hence, a loop of
flux initially in the toroidal plane will be rotated-stochastically into the
dipole, or orthogonal plane. The release of flux loops by resistive dissipatim
above the surface of the star In the dipole plane adds to the initial small dipole f~elrland hence a generator occurs. The saturation of l~~isgenerator
occurs either because of a limited differential rotation,stress or a limited
convection stress.
The sun is a convective star which means that within a distance AR from
the surface at R all the heat must be cnrried by thermal convection. We will
oummarize the physical arguments for AR rather than relying solely upon model
calcul.aticins.
The boundary between convective antinon-convective core is determined by
the condition that the temperature-density distribution must be not less than
adiabatic, otherwise an interchange between two fluid elements, vertically, can
lead to more work done on the rising clement than on the subsiding one and hence
instnbflity and hence turLulencc. In the event of no turbulen[’(’
ond just radiative transport and pressure balance in the outer layers of a star where R and M
arc cffcctivelj con~tmt lead unfqucly t? what is called the “radiative zero”
siolutionSchwurzschild 1958) where T.:p~.

The exponent is quite insensitive

to various model parameters and so the convective-nonconvcctive zone boundary’
occurs where the effective gas ratio of specific heats, y, falls below (1 +
1/3.25). Since a free particle gas has y = 5/3 we only expect a lower y where
Ionization occurs. Radiation pressure also lowers y, but only asymcoticall.yto
(1 + 1/3). Hence, in the sun where radiation pressure is not i!ominant,the convection zone boundary will occur near the onset of the highest helium ionization
potential = 50 eV depending upon density. Constituents of higher atomic number
are fractionally too small to make a difference in Y.
The surface temperature of the sun, Tsur = l/2”eV and the scale height
hSurMT/gF$
=2 X107 cm. % = w/RG?,
and Flp= mean molec~lar weight = mass
of the proton, (nonionizad at the surface temperature). Therefore, the scale
height at the convective zone boundary, hcon = h~urTcon/T Ur = 2 x 109 cm. The
depth of the convective zone bRcon = hcon/(y-l) = @ x 10~ cm in reasonable
agreement with model calculations where d.Rcon = 10’0 cm, (Schwartzschild 1958).
The density at the convective zone boundary scales as

P~onmP,.r(-)*=P~ur(*)
(1)”
=2

X106~.ur.

We note that this result is very sensitive to y and hence a crude estimate.
Since psur = l/(K~urh~ur) = 5 x 10+ g/c~-3, where Ksur is the surface
opacity, then
peon _ 0.1 K~&L-lM

Tcon3 g/cm-3

(2)

where we have included the scaling in terms of surface opacity, and luminosity,L,
radius and mass in solar units, i.e., ~T4
Sur 4flR2= L etc.
Turbulent Convection
In a fully convective region, i.e., where heat transport other than by convective motions is negligible, the buoyancy force per unit volume in pressure
equilibrium is Fb = ATIT pg. If this force is converted into kinetic energy of
the buoyancy element rising one scale height, h = T/g, and the energy is divided
equally between kinetic and potential energy, then Fbh = pV2 = AT p or V2 = LW.
The convective heat flux @ should be a fraction (= 1/2) of the mean convective
velerity times (p .AT)so that the convective heat flux, which must also be the
luminosity, becomes
$-

1/2 (VPAT) - l/2PV3-

L/411R2.

(3)

The maximum convected fluid stresg is = pV2/2 which must be larger than the
stress of the magnetic field that presumedly is to be convected to the stellar
surface. Therefore B~ax/811= pV2/2. Since the convected heat flux in Eq. 3
must be constant, the turbulent stwss PV2 ::V-l ::p-1/3. In other words
as we go radially outwards from the convective zone buundary the turbulent
stress increases so that once a flux loop is “torn” loose, we wollldexpect
further ma~ctic flux convection to take place not limited by the turbulent
stress. We must also check that our scaling does not violate our convection
assumption of local pressure equilibrium; namely, the convection velocities
should not exceed sound speed as we approach the surface. If we use equations
2 and 3
v con = 1.1 x 104 K1/3 L2/3 Tcon-l M_l/3 R-2’3cm see-l
(4)
where again solar units arc used for K,L,R nd M. At the surface the convective velocity will be larger by (Peon/Psur)173 m Tcon/TGur
or Vsur =106
100,
cm aec-l. This just slightly exceeds sound speed at Tsur = 1/2 eV in partially

,
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ionized hydrogen so tilatit agrees with the solar surface convective motion~
observed,where line widths (AA/A) c = 5 x 105 cm see-l. If we use this velocity
distribution, then the maximum magnetic field that can be convected is
pm 1/6
R-2/3 Tcon1/2 gauss .
(5)
%wX “ 1.2 x 104 ~
()

The magnetic fields inter reted for some white dwarfs (Angel et al.. 1974) are
as large as 5 x 107 to 10i gauss. These fields are not obviously within the
scaling of Eq. 5 ~.mlesswe recognize that in white dwarfs the convection zone
is likely to start at the boundary between a carbon-oxygen core and a helium
atmosphere. Hence Tcon (white dwarf) becomes that of an oxygen boundary = 16
Tcon (solar). Then if L white dwarf - 10-2 ~, and K = compton at Tsurface
white dwarf = 15,000 degrees, then %x
~ 2 x 107 Sauss. A helium burning shell
will force convection to initiate deeper yet and so may explain the somewhat
larger observed fields.
The Topology of Convected FfeldR
The absolute maximum average field that could be convected to the surface
of the sun by these arguments is 104 gauss. The average fields are very much
less than this, 100 gauss, but typical sun spot fields extend up to 5000 gauss.
We do not believe there is yet a strong physical argument leading to a prediction of the ratio of maximum/average but we note that for the August 4 large
flare B s 103 gauss which is comfortably less than the maximum value. Furthermore, the magnetic pressure of this field, B2/811is approximately the same as
the gas pressure of the photosphere so that below the photosphere the magnetic
pressure will be everywhere small compared to the gas pressure so that the field
will only be a small perturbation on the turbulent motions. We expect that a
large stellar flare will be that turbulent extremum that convects a loop of flux
of the size of the largest eddy and hence scale height, hcqn, of the convective
zone. Such eddies reach the stellar surface only rarely w~thout breaking up
roughly each scale height in agreement with the rarety of flares. Finally
since vorticity is a stochastic variable in turbulence, we expect such loops to
have an arbitrary twist one end relative to the other. The scale size, hcon =
2 x 109Tcon PR2/M cm, where u = molecular weight, and the twist are both in
agreement with the topology of solar flares.
We now consider the question whether using this model of the origin of
“ flare fields and the associated model of the x-rays from stellar flares (Colgate
et al. - these proceedings) whether y-bursts are a reasonable extrapolation as
suggested by Mullan (1976). Mullan argues for flare densities based upon
chromospheric densities. On the other hand we have pointed out that the photosphere, heated by the thermal conduction flux, expands along the flux tube
rapidly and reaches pressure equilibrium in a time short compared to the flare
duration. The equilibrium pressure is determined by the condition that the
flare radiates at the ends mostly in the XUV, at the rate thnt energy is relea~ed. At constant prc”ssurethe bremsstrahlung radiation from the major length
of the flare is a small fraction of the total heat.
&itc Dwarf Y-Bursts
The maximum mannetic field strength derived on the basis of the convective
atrcs+sis ~x
~ 108 gauss, and indeed such fields arc observed, but we believe
a more consezvativc value analagous to the sun is 1/10 of this or 107 gauss.
This ives a pressure lnrgc (x 100) compared to the photosphcre, but small
(10-1E ) compared to the base of the convective zone pressure. The size is determined by ~ o hcon = 4 X 108 cmwhere R “ Ih/70 = 109 cm, p = 2 and Tcon =
2.5 x 108 degrees. This flare size agrees with the spot size derived from light
variation (Mullan, IQ76). Then if we choose the same topology of a twisted
flux loop of diameter = 1/10 length, then the total flare energy WT _ 2 x 1036
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ergs. This energy places the median size y-burst at roughly D = 30 pc as discussed in Mullan (1976). Both his discussion and Strong et al. (1974) conclude
that y-bursts are more likely at D = 300 to 3000 pc which requires 102 to 104
times our suggested ener$y. Hullan models thest values by choosing B~ = 108
gauss and & = RO = 109 cm. The time scale of the flux dissipation is an uncertain
modeling parameter but if we use the resistive Instabfl.lity
as the basis of the
filamcntatlon and enhanced resistance, then t = tO~/&
(VA/V/@)2/3 where ~ =
length of the flare, = hcon = 4 x 108 cm and VA = the Alven speed. t~ = 100
seconds for typical solar flares, l/~=
1/5 and (VA/VAQ)2/3 = 1/10 so that
t * 1 to 2 sec in agreemmt with typical y-bursts (Cline et al., 1973). Then
the temperature determined by thcnnal conductivity alone becomes
WT ~
2/7
degrees where the quantities are scaled
T=2x107
——
JlRo2t~
()
to the August 4, 1972 solar flare h’T= 1031 ergs, 1 = 2.5 x 109 cm, RO = 108 cm,
t = 103 seconds, so that for the white dwarf flare Tconduction = 8 X 109
deg = 800 keV. This is higher than estimated for y-bursts = 150 keV (Cline
and Desai, 1975) but tt.athermal condllctionloss solution is unrealistic for
these high temperatures. In particular the density distribution based upon
thermal conduction, pressure balance and radiation primarily in WV from the
ends assumes that the bremsstrahlung contribution to the radiation loss is
small. This assumption is valid in the case of solar flares where Tmx = 1 to
2 x 107 degrees and the WV radiation loss ::T-1/2 dominates over bre~strahlung @l/2 up to 107. In this latter case the above three restrictions result
in a total radiatim loss per logarithmic temperature interval ::T1/2. In the
case of non-relativistic bremsstrahlung this becomes ::T and for relativistic
bremsstrahlu~.g(kTe > 1/4 mc2) the radiation loss per logarithmic temperature
interval becomes proportional to T3/2. Thus the major energy loss will occur
In the region of Tmx for the white dwarf flares as opposed to lower temperature
XW in solar flares. This is simply because high temperature bremsstrahlung
is a more efficient radiation mechanism than XUV, given the thermal conduction
solution. Then the surface layers of the star will.continue to expand up the
flux tube until the radiation rate e uals the heating rate. We note that the
sound speed Cs at 150 keV is Cs = 103 and the time to reach pressure equilibriv~ is t/es = 2/10 seconds. Thermal stability considerations limit the temperature to the value separating the relativistic and non-relativistic bremsstrahlung, i.e., kTe = 1/4 mc2 = 100 to 150 keV beca~~seonly below this temperature is the regionof Tmax static.Then the bremsstrahlung radiation loss
rate in this region equala the heating rate and using the results of Maxon
(1972) for electron-electron and relativistic bremsstrahlung we obtain
1/2
= 1017 cm-3Q This is somewhat higher than estimated
=7Yc@oa
‘e
Vol t
by Charikov an~ Star~unov (1975) but they simply took the limiting dimensions
given by Ax = cAt aud derived a density of ne z 1016 cm-3 assuming bremsstrnhlung. Thus we have a description of a y-burst as the largest stellar flare following the origi~al suggestion of Mullan, but substituting a solar flare
model limited by stellar convcctionm and based upon conduction~ pressure balance,
and XW radiation.
We now consider the likely particle acceleration und sl~allotionin such a
flare. We have already shown in solar flares how it is consistent to assume
that nll the curr..ntof the flare 4.scarried by run-away ions, tindth~ electrons
are immobilized by instabilities. The current and potential drop in tha present
1015 amps and V = d/dt
case of a largest white dwarf flare arc: I = S R ~=
(inductance x current) = WT/I = 4 x 1014 volts.

()
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Deuterium Production
There arc two sources of deutcrium from such flares, the onc from the
apailation of 4He, (about 1/3), and the second from the capture on hydrogen of
neutrons resulting from partial and more complete spallation of the 4He. In
flares, the neutron capture process would he the only
the case of 3He-rich
source of dcuterium but in order to contribute to the galactic de~lteriumabundance the rleuterirnrr
formed by neutron capture must be ejected from the s?ellar
surface before convection carries it to stellar regions where it will be destroyed. In this paper we consider only the direct spallation production of D
and leave for later the possible survival and ejection ~f deuterium formed by
capture in the envelope. In direct production,the life-time for survival.of
deuterium in a white dwarf large flare of the~-burst type becomes ~D =
l/nicrivi= 1/10 second, for the derived parameters ni = 10~7 cm-3, and kT = 150
keV, u~ s l@25 c~2. This means that a deuteron can just escape if it is formed
by spallation and directly escapes out of the flare by the tangled flux model.
The total deuteriurnproduction in the case of a helium-rich envelope (Angel
and Landstreet, 1975) is ND = @i UDni Volume where $~is the current, I, in
appropriate units - assumed in lnO MeV/nucleon 4}[c;.0D~ 10-25 is the spallation
pr~duction cross section of D, and~ ni x 0 (Volume) is the total plasma bomoarded by the flux @i. Then ND e 103CJdeuterons per flare. If all these
deuternns were to escape, the energy invested per deuteron becomes = 25 ergs.
This j a prohibitively large value to create the deuterium of the ISM. In
order to estimate an upper limit to the contribution to the deuterium of the
ISM, we note that Herzo et al. (1976) have extended the y-burst integral r..,mber distribution S-1*5 down to a magnitude = IO-6 ergs cm-2 or ~ l/SOO of the
large event size implying that these events are isotropic out to the galaxy
thickness of 100 pc and so large event size could occur within a radius of
loo/(500)l/2
= 5 pc at a rate of 10 per year. This makes our typical large
flare too large by 62 and so is an absolute upper limit. Therefore, 1/50
event occurs (pc)-3 y--lor = 1040 deuterons per (pc)3 per (1/10) age of the
Universe - the likely astration time of the 1S}1. If the fractional deuterium
density is = 2 x 10-5 at n = 1/10, the contribution to the deuterium of the
ISMby spallation producti% and ejection in y-burst type flares is 4 x 10-10
and therefore negligible. It is not likely that there is a greater source of
direct flare production because the uniform density isotropic distribution of
“y-bursts extends over such a larg~ dynamic range chat a large contribution by
Very small flares seems unlikely.
M Dwarf Flares
For completeness we calculate the probably characteristics of a large
M-dwarf Elarc on the same basis as the white dwarf flare. If Tcon = 50 eV,
at the base of the convection zone corre~ponding to the helium ionization
potential, then from Eq. G, Bmax = 50,CO0 ~auss as su.qgestd
by Mullan (1974
and 1975) and Worden (1974). The size of these flares using our estimate of
hcon iS = 4 x 108 cm, (R = l/20 hcon = 2 x 107 cm) smaller than estimated from
the optical variations, (Mullan, 1976] so that probably we have underestimated
the base of the convection zone. If we increase hcon = 109 cm, and R = 108 cm,
and IQ = 104 gauss in agreement with the B Y Draconis interpretation, then
WT * 1032 ergs in agreement with the stellar flares observed in the optical and
x-rays (Heise et al, 1975). The temperature should he higher than solar flares
by the ratio
wTt 2/7
~ ~ 4, or - 8 x 107 degrees. A typical small flare might be 1/2 of this
(4 R
temperature in rough agreement with Heiss et al. The electron density becomes

6
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()

6/7

(T7-1) where no = 2 x 1012 for the August 4 flare parameter
...5 x 1013. The dcutcrium production by direct sp~llation becomes
ND = $1 SD ni Volume * 1028 D/flare, or 104 ergs per dcuteron. Coleman and
Worden (1976) consider the production by the plasma shock wave of the flare
n=
*nd”B:on

,%

which they believe
gives
a very much larger
vield
of spallation
dcutcrium.
At this point
the solar flare model does not consider this effect, but we note

that the filmentation instability in the case of the 3He-rich flares gives a
yield of 1029 311efor the expenditure of 1029 ergs or 1 erg/3He. This is still
103 times the energy limit required to explain the dcuterium production by M
dwarfs (Coleman and Worden 1976). We therefore conclude that a primary origin
of deuterium from M dwarfs is unlikely.
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